INTRODUCTION
For a better efforts estimation it is always suggest that we must use more than one method .The efforts estimated by the different methods must be compare to check the difference. If difference is more then we need to recalculate it. COCOMO and Use Case Point are two most widely used methods for the efforts estimation .KLOC is key input for COCOMO, to predict the KLOC we have to divide the project into module, module into sub module and sub module into function until it become easy to predict the KLOC required to build this function. Use Case contains the functional requirement of the system, So we can directly predict KLOC from the Use Case.
In general following methods are more popular for efforts estimation.
A. COCOMO Model [9] [10] .
B. Function Point Based Estimation [9] . G. Software efforts estimation using Neural Network Techniques.
The above specified methods are more common and this are used by industries .Excluding this methods method there are many other methods, but now a days those are not much popular. In this paper section II contain overview of Use Case Point approach and COCOMO model. Section III containing the new way of estimation suggested by this paper. Section IV containing how we can validate the efforts calculated by the suggested method, section V suggests a monitoring policy with Use Case, section VI show the result obtained by using this methods and Section VII concludes the work.
METHODS OF ESTIMATION
There are lot of methods which can be use for efforts estimation, but an industry wants a simple and accurate way of efforts estimation. We must use more calculative method as compare than more predictive approach. COCOMO and Use Case Point are more calculative approach which is covering many factors that may affect the cost. But Expert judgment is more predictive approach, in which much experience is required. A rich set of old data is required for better estimation.
COCOMO is one of the popular and old model of efforts estimation. In this model we have to estimate the line of code. Counting of line of code is one of the difficult tasks when project is complex and new to us. In such situation we have to divide that project in module and divide that module into sub module to make problem less complex. Most senior person of your team should take responsibility to count KLOC, because we need to estimate KLOC before writing it. We can use old data to predict KLOC, but no project will completely same with previous project, so some intelligence and experience will be required for a better estimation. Here we will use advance COCOMO for estimation. EF is Experience Factor, which is sum of 08 complexity parameters.
Effort= UCP *ER (Efforts will be in man hours) ER is efforts rate. ER is the number of man hours will require to write a UCP.
COMBINATION OF USE CASE POINT AND KLOC AS METHOD OF EFFORTS ESTIMATION.
This paper is suggesting a method in which we are combining COCOMO and Use Case Point; here we will estimate KLOC on basis of Use Case Point. We will predict no of KLOC will required to build the Use Case. Use Case shows the functional requirement of the system so it is the best way to estimate the efforts by using the use case point.
A Use Case Point

TABLE IIV USE CASE CALCULATION
Use Case Type Descri ption Qua ntit y Weight Factor Sub total No of KLOC per Use Case Sub Tot al Simp le 3 or fewer transa ction 1 Aver age 5 to 7 transa ction 5 Com plex Greate r than 7 transa ction 10
TOTAL
We also required some amount of KLOC to write actor (it is a person or system interacting with our system) Schneider and winters proposed number of staff hours per Use Case point depends on the environmental factors. The number of factors in E1 through E6 that are below 3 are counted and added to the number of factors in E7 through E8 that are above 3. If the total is 2 or less, the general idea is to use twenty staff hours per UCP; if the total is 3 or 4, use twentyeight staff hours per UCP. If the number exceeds 5, it is usually recommended that changes should be made to the project so the number can be adjusted, because in this case, the risk is unacceptably high. Another possibility is to increase the number of staff hours to thirty-six per Use Case points.
B. Second we are using COCOMO KLOC=KLOC estimated by Use Case Point approach + KLOC required for GUI + KLOC required to achieve non functional requirements which is not covered in Use Case Point Approach .
Efforts= a*(KLOC)
b *EAF EAF is efforts adjustment Factors. In Intermediate COCOMO only 17 EAF are used, but in advance COCOMO we are using 22 EAF. Typical values for EAF range from 0.9 to 1.4. 
VALIDATION OF EFFORTS ESTIMATION
We have used two methods for the efforts estimation one was Use Case Point and another one was COCOMO. Now we have to compare efforts estimated by these two methods. If we have found the difference is more than 5 % of the average of efforts estimated by both these methods than recalculation for both the methods are required.
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FIGURE 1: VALIDATION OF EFFORTS ESTIMATED USING USE CASE POINT AND KLOC
For small project D <= 8 % of E E1 will be effort estimated by Use Case Point approach and E2 will be the efforts estimated by COCOMO and D will be difference between E1 and E2.
MONITORING POLICEIS
Strong monitoring policy is always required to make the project success. Use the following table to make a check list along with the date of completion. All the use case of the project must be listed in this table, if any use case is not completing on the time, some action must be taken to compensate it. Monitoring must be at a regular interval and this interval must be very short. a better project management can save an immense amount of revenue along with the better quality control and optimized development schedules. Success of schedule is depending on the monitoring policies used [14] .
RESULT
We have applied this approach on some successful project s of a small company and we have got following result. In the project B we got two estimations first is too below from the actual efforts because we are using more generalised Use Case and second one is closer than actual efforts because we divide this generalised Use Cases into more specific cases.
TABLE IX RESULTS
S
CONCLUSION
To estimate the KLOC we have to divide the project into module and module into the sub module until we are able to estimate the KLOC. Use Case Point show the functional requirement of the system .So it is one of the good way of estimation .We know that in this paper most of the portion is known.. We tried to illustrate that how we can combine Use Case and KLOC.
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